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KAM & EY presentation to Business Leaders, Directors, C-suites and Stakeholders on how 
businesses can reshape results and plan for a COVID-19 recovery
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1. Global and regional outlook



Source: World Economic Forum - Global Risks Report, 2020

Global Risks 
Interconnections Map, 2020



• Governments have been adopting containment 
measures, ranging from strict quarantine to 
predictive analytics, with varying levels of success.

• Understanding the pandemic’s progression is 
crucial for determining the type of long-term 
strategy governments will need to adopt.

    

        

    
     

     

        

  

  

         

    

  

  

              

   

   

   

    

    

    

     

        

                               

With the current state of affairs, it is difficult to predict COVID-19’s path 
and its impact on governments

GPS potential impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic

How epidemics
typically evolve
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At the start of an outbreak,
radically underestimate

During an outbreak,
radically overestimate

• The scale of a pandemic is unlike natural disasters 
or other crises that cover a limited area and whose 
economic costs can be quickly estimated.

• People have cognitive biases that make them 
radically underestimate an epidemic’s path at the 
start of an outbreak and overestimate its path 
during it.

Due to a pandemic’s scale and human biases, 
people typically misjudge an outbreak’s path

However, government measures can help 
mitigate and slow COVID-19’s spread
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Source:  Adapted from Baldwin, Richard et al, Economics in the Time of COVID-19.

Source: Replication of John Burn-Murdoch’s analysis for the Financial Times  
using CSSE data.

As of 12 Mar 2020
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High debt levels and low interest rates constrain fiscal options, 
which increases uncertainty in making economic projections

23 March 2020GPS potential impacts of the COVID-19 pandemicPage 7

Epidemiological Factors. What will be the 
propagation pattern of the disease and how 
many people will become infected?  

Labor Mobility Factors. How long are travel 
bans in place? How extensive are 
quarantine and exclusion restrictions? How 
many people can work remotely?

Business Liquidity Factors. How many 
businesses are able to sustain long-term 
disruption? 

3

4
Debt & Interest Rate Factors. How do 
existing fiscal constraints impact how 
governments can formulate new stimulus 
measures?

Global Debt & US Interest Rates, 1970-2019

• The rapid rise of global debt limits the room available for fiscal 
stimulus measures

• Low policy and long-term interest rates make further policy 
rate cuts difficult

Sources: World Bank. 2019. Global Waves of Debt: Causes and Consequences;  OECD Long-term Interest Rates, U.S. Congressional Research Service.
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Political Factors. Will the world be able to 
forge a multilateral response to the crisis?5



The OECD base or “contained outbreak” scenario forecasts a slowdown
in global growth to 2.4% for 2020

Source: OECD Interim Economic Assessment Coronavirus, 2020.
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The ongoing outbreak of the coronavirus is causing major economic disruption. While the Phase I 
US-China Trade Agreement alleviates some pressure around international trade, the outbreak’s 
economic fallout challenges the abilities of both countries to achieve the agreement’s targets.
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Resiliency

Fragile Public Health 
Infrastructure

WHO Alerted  (31 Dec)

Localized outbreak

Capacity problems in local 
public healthcare facilities

GPS potential impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic

Public Health 
Impact

Supply 
Risks

Demand 
Risks

Stimulus 
Measures

& 
Long-term
Resiliency

January Current FutureFebruary

Lower policy rates

Extend loan maturities

Keep long-term 
interest rates low

Subsidized short-term 
employment schemes

Reduction in taxes for 
corporations and 

individuals

Increased social 
spending

Regardless of the specific outcome, governments need to consider 
stimulus measures in line with the progression of COVID-19

Phase I
China Shock

Phase II
Sector Disruptions

Phase III

Global Crisis
Phase IV 
Recovery

Public Health Emergency of 
International Concern 

(30 Jan)

Limited regional contagion

Pandemic (11 Mar)

Community Spread in 
Different Countries

Labor Supply Shortages 

Obstacles to Business 
Resumption

Market Volatility

Public events cancelled

Fears of Layoff and Rise in 
Uncertainty

Commodity Prices Weaken

Vulnerability Increases

Loss of public confidence

Widespread risk-aversion

Health

Wait-and-see attitudes

Direct supply chain disruption

Global Disaster Recovery
IMF, World Bank, EU

Public-Private Sector 
Partnerships

Direct and indirect supply 
chain disruption

Travel restrictions

Significant tourism and 
hospitality decline

Psychological  risks

Small & Medium-size Firm 
Bankruptcies

New Businesses and New 
Business Models

Credit shortfalls
and Non-performing loans

Financial disturbances

Downward pressure on 
commodity prices

FiscalMonetaryBusiness Consumers

Surge capacity 
for overloaded 

medical centers

Bonuses for 
healthcare 

workers

Financial support 
for affected firms

Reduction in 
taxes

Low-interest 
loans

Rent subsidies

Cash payouts

Suspend utility 
payments

Childcare support

Medical supply shortages

Int’l education and tourist 
decline

Sources: Centre for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR), EY analysis, 
IMF, World Bank. 
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Governments have several policy levers available for recovery
GPS potential impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic

Support for 
Health 

Services

Monetary
Policy

Measures

Multilateral 
Cooperation

Global 
Emergency 

Funding

• Bonuses for healthcare workers

• Surge capacity for overloaded 
hospitals

• Medical supply chain protection

Containing and Mitigating
COVID-19’s Impact

Confidence
Boost from
Leadership

Support for 
Consumers

Public-
Private

Partnerships

Support for
Private 
Sector

Support for 
Vulnerable

Groups

• WEF’s COVID Action Platform to 
mobilize cooperation and business 
support & develop tools and best 
practices for risk management

• Scale up disaster-related 
funding for public health 
emergencies

• Lower policy interest 
rates

• Extend loan maturities

• Keep long-term interest 
rates low

• Suspension of utility payments

• Rent subsidies and childcare 
support

• Cash payouts for citizens

• Political leaders donate part of 
their salary in solidarity with 
infected

• Subsidized short-term 
employment schemes

• Financial support for sectors 
most affected

• Reduction in taxes and low 
interest loans for SMEs

• Paid sick and family leave 

• Increased funding for services 
for  the elderly, homeless, and 
disabled 

• Alternative working 
arrangements

• Policy coordination, planning, 
and streamlining of resources

• Additional support for emerging 
and frontier market economies 

Sources: Centre for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR), EY analysis, IMF, World Bank. 
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2. Emerging areas of concern, key priorities & how to respond
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• Enterprise risk planning

• Risk identification

• Scenario planning

• Continuity and recovery

• Response and monitoring

• Employee relations

• Talent initiatives

• Business traveler

• Safety-based customer experience

• Direct to consumer and e-retail

• Packaging and delivery innovation

• Tax strategies

• Regulatory/disclosures

• Investor trust

• Liquidity, credit and capital

Technology 
and 

information
security

Risk

Customer 
safety and 

brand 
protectiong

Financial and
investor

Government
and public 

policy

Insurance & 
financial 
recovery

• Supply chain resilience

• Third-party service providers

• Business interruption

• Supply chain claims

• Event cancellation

• Infrastructure framework

• Cyber resilience

• Digital customer channels

• Disruption

• Geopolitical and country risks

• Regulatory changes

• Leadership and public policy 
engagement

Employee 
health and
well-being • Promoting employee safety & well-being

• Public health Information (MoH, KEMRI WHO)

• Support for impacted employees

Managing a Resilient 
Enterprise

Supply chain 
and global trade

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Talent and 
workforce

The Resilient Enterprise: leading through uncertainty and complexity 



How is COVID—19 disrupting organisations world-wide?
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Serious concerns for the safety of workers and 
customers reducing face2face interactions. 

Increased absenteeism amongst workers as the 
concerns for health increase

Lean, JIT, tier 1 suppliers have led to 
inflexibility and inability to switch

Disruption of global supply chains affecting 
production across the world

Invocation of ‘force majeure’ clauses in 
contracts

Working capital constraints leading to staff 
redundancies/ costly operating model reviews

Falling revenues as consumer confidence takes 
a knock and many lose employment

Disruption of the supply chains leading to capital 
being held up, production runs delaying, distributors 

unable to pay and suppliers unable to deliver

Workforce Health & 
Safety1

Supply Chain Disruption3

Legal implications 4

Working Capital 
Constraints5

Cybersecurity6
Monitoring centres shut down as personnel 

become affected
COVID-19 Phishing emails on the increase driving up 

vulnerability. 

Waning Demand2
Traditional purchase triggers are being 

defeated as consumers stay away (retail, 
travel, entertainment)

Fears of possible consequences of the outbreak 
reducing discretionary spend

The Upside: 

► Social Responsibility 
opportunities e.g. 
enhanced non-life 
insurance benefits, 
provisions for the 
vulnerable

► Increased revenues: 
Home Entertainment, e-
commerce Amazon (100k 
more workers) 

► Operating models shift
e.g. restaurants.  
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Points to consider

1. Navigate the complexity of supply chain disruption

2. Manage workforce related safety and risk issues

3. Litigation, insurance claims and coverage disputes

Introspection

1. What business continuity and crisis management do 
you have in place?

2. How will you manage financial issues related to 
interruption losses?

Additional Resources

• EY 100-Day COVID-19 Plan  – Tailored to specific clients

• EY COVID-19 - Framework for business response

• EY The Resilient Enterprise: COVID-19 preparedness 
assessment tool

1. Disruption of production and supply chains is 
perceptible around the globe

• Build digital twins to analyze disruptions in real time and 
smart factory roadmaps for inter- and intra-plant 
visibility

• Supply chain network and trade optimization modeling 
to assess/enable agility and robustness

• Enable factory of the future digital worker, e.g. remote 
maintenance

3. Increasing customer uncertainty is impacting 
demand dramatically

• Validating business plans to reflect drop in demand

• Working capital management and cost optimization 

• Inventory management to optimize ramp-up of 
production

• Evaluations of impairment and other estimates

2. Stress test for crisis management

• Run safety culture and behavioral maturity assessments

• Developing, implementing and reviewing EHS 
(Environment, health and safety) management systems

• Implementing global mobility/relocation support  

• Enable mobile working and collaboration to reduce 
impact of local disruption

4. Regulatory and legal issues will follow 
operational disruption

• Accounting for business interruption losses under 
guidelines in local areas and global HQs

• Compliance with business-loss insurance claim 
requirements

• Planning for tax implications and analyzing tax impact 
of changes to the supply chain 

How EY can help

• Digitalization of supply chain and manufacturing 

• Implementing EHS services 

• Business Continuity & Crisis Management 

• Accounting, tax and legal advise

• Transforming organizations to become more agile and 
promote mobile working and collaboration
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Manufacturing & Mobility
Supplier’s supply chains disrupted and distribution channels facing less demand 
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Points to consider

1. Navigate the complexity of supply disruption?

2. Resume supply swiftly when markets recover?

3. Keep core business processes at optimal levels?

Introspection

1. Do you have the operational visibility to act quickly?

2. How will you ensure the safety of your workforce?

3. What contingencies do you have for sustained 
disruption?

Additional Resources

• EY 100-Day COVID-19 Plan – Tailored to specific clients

• EY COVID-19 - Framework for business response

• EY The Resilient Enterprise: COVID-19 preparedness 
assessment tool

1. Supply chain fragility and manufacturing inertia

• Conduct end-to-end supply chain risk assessments

• Diversify geographic footprint of suppliers and logistics 
providers

• Build or partner to create agile planning and fulfilment 
capabilities

3. Sales shortfalls and channel shifts (to online)

• Plan for shift in foodservice demand from restaurants to 
delivery

• Invest in digital and physical infrastructure to support 
higher e-commerce volumes 

• Plan store portfolio for reduced footfall and employee 
safety

2. Inconsistencies between supply and demand

• Apply dynamic scale to make production responsive to 
market needs

• Seek secondary sources of supply and substitutes for 
key products

• Use logistics and warehousing to target supply to where 
need is greatest. 

4. Disruptions to cash flow and liquidity

• Shift capital allocation and secure short term credit to 
shore up temporary shortfalls 

• Maintain liquidity inflows to affected operations by 
region or function

• Create contingencies for defaults among product 
suppliers or distributors

How EY can help

• EY’s globally integrated team can provide “in country” 
support for crisis and risk management across the value 
chain

• EY can support planning, communicating and 
implementing business continuity programs as well as 
guiding operational best-practice
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Consumer
End-to-end value chain disruption will create significant imbalances between supply and demand 
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Points to consider

1. How do we minimize risk to our assets and business?

2. How to navigate the complexity of supply disruption?

3. How do we transform to become more resilient?

Introspection

1. Do you have the data necessary for decisive actions?

2. Do you have business continuity/disruption plans?

3. Do you see this as a crisis or opportunity?

Additional Resources

• EY 100-Day COVID-19 Plan – Tailored to specific clients

• EY COVID-19 - Framework for business response

• EY The Resilient Enterprise: COVID-19 preparedness 
assessment tool

1. Global disruption to business and supply chains

• Validating business plans to incorporate crisis response 
and business preservation concerns

• Develop customer focused response to ensure safety, 
preserve loyalty and brand value

• Conduct end-to-end supply chain risk assessments

3. Disruption driven change

• Enterprise transformation strategy to validate and 
target technology implementation

• Intelligent spaces solutions to allow for faster and 
better informed strategic decision making

• Enterprise services automation to improve operations, 
processes and asset optimization 

2. Interruption to capital, debt & liquidity

• Access shifting capital needs and availability

• Review of debt structure focusing on optimization, 
covenant compliance and credit needs

• Ensure adequate liquidity given shift in business 
dynamics and demands

4. Shifts in real estate demand & usage

• Access customer/tenant implications

• Develop usage policies responsive to customer needs

• Acquisition/divestiture/merger & transformational 
change considerations

• Conduct portfolio risk assessment

How EY can help

EY has the largest integrated Real Estate, Hospitality & 
Construction (RHC) practice of any professional services 
organization, capable of providing “in country” support for 
business continuity, enterprise strategy, risk management, 
capital strategy and operational optimization across 
subsectors and the real estate life cycle
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Real Estate, Hospitality and Construction
Restricted travel, MICE against inflexible capacity
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EY COVID-19: A framework for business response
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3. Next steps – EY’s 100 days and Beyond



Crisis Management 
Team & Structure Set 

Up – Including Situation 
Monitoring & Reporting

Risk Assessment & 
Scenario Planning 

Crisis Operations 
Management

Communications

EY COVID-19 Crisis Management Solution
Page 19

Short term (1-8 weeks) Medium term (9 – 36 weeks)

1

2

3

Wave 1: Activate 
business continuity

The proposed crisis management solution (detailed below) is aimed at ensuring, within the span of 1-2 months (i)  activation and execution of the 
business continuity plan, protecting the business and resilient return to growth.

Ensure safety and 

well-being of your 

employees

Identify and secure 
alternate sources of 
supply

Secure cash liquidity 
through bank funding 
and improved working 
capital management

5

6

7

Wave 2: Protect the 
business

Reimagined go to 
market strategy

Operating  
model redesign

9

Wave 3: Resilient 
return to growth

10

1

2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9

10

4

Review and 
renegotiate key 
contracts with 
suppliers and lenders

8



We offer a two week Quick Check “Corona” with a standardized approach to 
give our clients guidance in responding to the corona crisis

Page 
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90 days --→ 180 days  ---> 365 days

21

Continuously monitor government actions and adapt your 
plans

• 3 months

• 6 months

• 12 months



Thank You!
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